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Section 1   Lindow Rose Engine 
 

1.1 Adjust headstock to top dead center using an adjustable level. 
 

Figure 1 - Adjustable Level on the sliderest 
 

First, place an adjustable level (Starrett No 78 used here) on the bed of the sliderest and adjust the 
bubble to its center. Then place the adjustable level on top of the headstock, and move the knurled 
adjustment nut (Figure 3), that adjusts the headstock, to move the headstock to top dead center. 

 

Figure 2 - Adjustable Level on the headstock 

 

 

 
                      Figure 3 – Rocking Headstock Lock and Spring Adjustment 
 

1 

Use the knurled adjustment 
nut at the top of the spring to 
bring the headstock to top 
dead center.  
The bolt is used to stop the 
headstock from rocking. 

Use the knurled nut at the 
bottom of the spring to 
adjust the spring pressure. 
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Rotate the rosette, move the rubber into a valley of the rosette, and lock the rubber down. Move the 
Crossing Wheel by hand to ensure there is no play, and the rubber is firmly in the valley of the rosette.  
Adjust the rubber to remove the play, if any.  Move the rosette to the other side (180 degrees) and again 
check there is no play in the Crossing Wheel.  Adjust the rubber accordingly.  Adjust the spring pressure 
(Figure 3) to ensure the rosette is held firmly against the rubber. 

 

1.2 Adjust headstock to rock equally either side of top dead center. 

Set a dial indicator against the top of the headstock and an adjustable level on the headstock. Move the 
rubber into the valley of a sine wave rosette and set the dial indicator to zero.  Rotate the rosette and 
note the distance moved as the headstock travels from one side to the top dead center (this distance is 
known as the ‘amplitude’, which is the distance that the rosette moves the headstock), and from top dead 
center to the other side.  Travel each side of top dead center should be exactly the same. If not, loosen 
the rubber and move the knurled adjustment nut on the back of the headstock so that the travel is equal.  
Finally, tighten the rubber and check again. 

 

 

 

1.3 Description of the Lindow Crossing Wheel 

The Crossing Wheel allows for very quick and extremely accurate phasing of the rosettes; it changes the 
relative position of the rosette to the spindle/work piece.   For those trying to accomplish engine turning the 
Crossing Wheel is a must.  
1. The Crossing Wheel. 

The Crossing Wheel is constructed of four main parts: 
Barrel – the barrel rotates on the spindle and holds the rosettes. 
Crossing Wheel – the Crossing Wheel has sets of three notches for each of the 12, 18, 24, 36, 40, 48, 
60, 72, 84, 96, and 120 count rosettes. There are also three sets of graduation slots for 96 divisions, 200 
divisions, and 300 divisions. In the latest Lindow RE Crossing Wheel the 200 divisions and 300 divisions 
have been replaced by 192 and 288 divisions respectively. These two new divisions will work better with 
numbers like 18, 32, and 72.  A spring-loaded detent (shaped somewhat like a bird) is inserted in the 
notches to secure the Crossing Wheel.  

Worm - The worm turns the worm wheel using a detachable handle. Each full turn of the handle moves 
the worm wheel 2 degrees. For even more accuracy the worm itself is also divided into 10 divisions.  

Worm Wheel – the worm wheel has 180 divisions cut into the wheel surface. If the worm is turned 180 
times the worm wheel is moved 360 degrees, one compete circle.  
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2. Phasing Using The Crossing Wheel. 

a.  Phasing using the 12, 18, 24, 36, 40, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96, and 120 slots. 

A simple example of phasing is to first insert the detent into the notch that corresponds to the count 
of the rosette that is being used in the phasing process. For example, if you want to phase using a 
24-count rosette first insert the detent into the 24 notch. By moving the detent to the notch on either 
side of the 24 notch the phase is changed by half or 50% of one valley or bump of the rosette. 
Moving the detent backwards and forwards in the notches can make basket weave and barleycorn 
patterns.  
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The above basket-weave examples used an 18-count rosette and the 18 notch on the Crossing 
Wheel was used.  By moving the detent one notch the pattern was moved 50% each row of the 
basket weave. 

b. Phasing using the 96, 200, and 300 divisions. 

Using the graduation notches of 96 divisions, 200 divisions, and 300 divisions basket weaves, 
herringbones and chevrons, as well as many other designs, can be made.  
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Example using the 96 notches 

 

In the example above the spiraled basket weave has 24 cuts around the circumference of each row, 
and each row is phased to create a spiral. The spiral is first created in each of 4 rows and is 
repeated every fifth row; i.e. the fifth row is the same as the first.  

For the 24 cuts a 24 count-rosette was used.  To produce the spiral the detent was first inserted in 
the first notch of the 96 division.  96 notches was divided by 24; i.e. 96 divided by the number of cuts 
per row. It takes 4 rows to complete one set of the basket weave as each row was phased 25%.   

After the first row was cut the detent was moved to the second slot, and the second row cut.  The 
second row was phased by 25%. This process is repeated until the fifth row was reached. At this 
stage the detent was moved back to the first notch, and the first row of the second sequence was 
cut. 

 
 
 
 
 

The above example used a 12-count rosette as an indexer to cut 48 incisions. In the design every 
fourth division has been skipped.   
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Slots 1 and 5 - the detent was inserted in the 1
st
 notch of the 96 division on the crossing wheel, and 

using the 12 count rosette 12 circular incisions were cut in the disc. The detent was moved to the 5
th
 

notch, and 12 more incisions were cut in the disc.  

Notch 3 - the detent was then inserted in the 3
rd

 notch of the 96 division and 12 incisions were cut in 
the disc.  

Notch 7 – was skipped to give the pattern above.  
 

 

The same process was used as described in the previous example except every 4
th
 incision was cut 

deeper.  

Notch 7 – The pattern is the same as described above except instead of skipping the 12 incisions of 
the 7

th
 notch they are cut somewhat deeper than the other 36. 

 
 
 

 
 
The two watch dials above are also examples of spiral designs. The higher numbers are more 
for engine turning than for OT.  The spirals on the watches were done by moving forward and 
back with the Crossing Wheel in those slots.  Chevron and herringbone designs are both done in 
this manner.   
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c. Phasing/alignment using the worm wheel. 

The worm is not only used to make designs using odd numbered rosettes and making moirés; it is 
also used for quick alignment of the spindle, especially in regard to the Dome Chuck, Double 

Eccentric Chuck and Straight-line Chuck.   
 

 

   
 

1.4 Changing Rosettes On The Lindow Rose Engine 

One of the most important functions on the Lindow Rose Engine is to change rosettes on the crossing wheel.  
This document describes in detail how to accomplish this process both quickly and efficiently.  It is important 
that all parts removed should be placed in a clean secure area. 
 
Removing the rosette barrel 

 

 
Step 1 – On the rear of the spindle remove the shaft collar, the spring if installed, the steel washer and thrust 
bearing.  
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Step 2 – On the front of the spindle remove both halves of the two-part shaft collar from the spindle.  This will 
provide more space to move the crossing wheel. 
 

Step 3 – Press the handle of the crossing wheel lever and slide the rosette barrel along the spindle so that 
the thread on the index wheel is visible.  Carefully raise the handle of the lever and remove the spring.  
 

 
Step 4 – Using an extended hex key loosen the screw installed in the index wheel thread.  Also remove the 
index wheel belt. 
 

 
Step 5 – Use the left hand to support the rosette barrel and slowly pull the spindle out from the rosette barrel 
leaving enough of the spindle to support the index wheel.  Do not pull the spindle completely out … see 
below.  It is important to support the rosette barrel high enough so that the spindle slides easily.  

Support the rosette barrel with the right hand and with the left hand slide the index wheel off the spindle.  The 
index wheel is heavy so be careful not to drop it.  Remove both steel washers and thrust washer.  Finally, 
support the rosette barrel with the left hand and remove the spindle until the rosette barrel is free. 
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Remove both steel washers, thrust bearing, and wavy spring from the spindle and remove the spindle 
completely.  Now is the time to clean the oil from the spindle with a clean cloth. 

Step 6 – The photograph below shows all the disassembled parts of the crossing wheel mechanism. 

 
Changing the rosettes 
 
Step 7 – Hold the rosette barrel securely. In the photograph below the rosette barrel is held in a wooden jaw 
vise.  Using a metal bar remove the locking nut completely from the rosette barrel.   
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Step 8 – Change the rosettes ensuring there is a plastic space washer between each rosette.  When 
completed replace the locking washer and snug tightly against the rosettes.  If installing a pumping rosette 
first put two spacers on before the rosette. 
 

 
 
Replacing the rosette barrel 

Step 9 – First lightly oil both bearings on the headstock.  Insert the spindle into the headstock by about 1”, 
and slide on the wavy spring, followed by a steel washer, the thrust bearing, and finally another steel washer. 

Using the left hand support the rosette barrel and line up the spindle to insert it through the rosette barrel 
until it exits about 1”. 
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Step 10 – In the outboard end cavity of the rosette barrel slide on a steel washer, followed by the thrust 
bearing, and finally the second steel washer.  Push the steel washers into the cavity and leave about ¼” of 
the barrel showing. 

 

 

Slide the index wheel onto the spindle. Support both the index wheel and rosette barrel using the left hand 
and push the spindle through the rear headstock bearing.  

At this time move the spindle sideways in each direction and lightly oil the spindle where it moves in each 
bearing. 

Step 11 – On the end of the spindle replace the thrust bearing and a steel washer. The spring may be 
installed or not.  Install the shaft collar and tighten. 

 

 

Step 12 – Position the index wheel away from the rear of the headstock casting by at least ¼” and tighten the 
socket head set screw in the index wheel thread. This gap is required if the detent stops are used. 
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Step 13 – Lift the crossing wheel lever and insert the spring back in its holder. Press the lever down and 
move the rosette barrel towards the index wheel.  Insert the head of the lever in a slot in the crossing wheel 
and release the lever. 

 

 

Step 14 – Replace the two-part shaft collar and push it firmly against the wavy washer.  Tighten the shaft 
collar. 
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Step 15 – Push the crossing wheel lever down and spin the rosette barrel to ensure that it runs smoothly. 

 
 
              

1.5 Aligning the Lindow Leveling Chuck 

The Lindow Leveling Chuck is one of the important accessories that ensures patterns are ornamented 
accurately. The leveling or truing chuck is the traditional way of compensating for uneven materials or 
inaccuracies in work holding systems when moving from machine to machine.  The chuck not only 
compensates for inaccuracies radially like a four jaw chuck, but it also allows for adjustments axially 
which are virtually impossible to deal with otherwise.   

This document describes the correct sequence in aligning the Leveling Chuck both axially and radially 
using a dial indicator. 

It is suggested that the alignment is completed twice. The first alignment sequence only aligns the 
leveling chuck itself.  This will make the second alignment that much easier.  The second alignment 
aligns the work piece blank. Using a chuck to hold the work piece blank could cause additional ‘run out’, 
therefore this second alignment is necessary.  

The rose engine used in this project is a Lindow Rose Engine (LRE) using the following equipment: 

1. Leveling Chuck 
2. Dial Indicator 
3. 3/8” wrench 
4. 1/8” Allen Key 
5. Scroll Chuck 

Axially …. this alignment will ensure the pattern cut is at a consistent depth within the end of a cylinder. 
It is important to note that this alignment must be completed first.  
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Radially …. This alignment will 1. ensure a pattern is ornamented centrally within the end of a 
cylindrical blank or, 2. a pattern is cut at a consistent depth around the side of a cylindrical blank. 

Preparing the Lindow Rose Engine 

a. Use a level to ensure the headstock is at top dead center and locked tight. 

 

b. Install the Leveling Chuck on the headstock. 

c. First Alignment sequence. 

i. Axially …. place a dial indicator against the face and turn the headstock spindle.  If the 
leveling chuck is in alignment axially there will be minimal movement of the indicator.  If the 
leveling chuck needs to aligned identify which square-headed bolt needs to be loosened and 
the opposite bolt that needs to be tightened.  Use a 3/8” flat wrench to make both 
adjustment.  Repeat the process until there is minimal movement of the indicator.  
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ii. Radially …. Place a dial indicator against the spindle of the Leveling Chuck and turn the 
headstock spindle. If the leveling chuck is in alignment radially there will be minimal 
movement of the indicator.  If the leveling chuck needs to be aligned identify which allen 
screws needs to be loosened and the opposite screw that needs to be tightened.  Use a 1/8” 
allen wrench to make both adjustments.  Repeat the process until there is minimal 
movement of the indicator.  

 
Second Alignment Sequence 

 
i. Axially …. Repeat the sequence described in c.i. above using the blank to be ornamented. 

 
 

ii. Radially …. Repeat the sequence described in c.ii. above using the blank to be ornamented. 
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Section 2   Cutting Frames 

 

2.1 Set Universal Cutting Frame horizontally. 
 

2.1.a Using a Double Eccentric Chuck 
 

Fit your box blank with an expansion chuck, and screw the box blank on to the Index Chuck 
thread.  Set the red dial on the Index Chuck to zero, and position a square against the side of the 
box.  The square should be resting on the slide rest.  Lock the Index Chuck and tighten the box 
expansion chuck using an allen T bar through the back of the Index Chuck. The box is now 
square to the slide rest.  

 

 

 
Install the Universal Cutting Frame on the tool post and position the cutting head at the bottom of 
the box.  Loosen the Index Chuck and move the red dial and the box to 45 degrees.  
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The next step is to make two cuts side by side on the base of the box.  First, make a small cut, 
move the cutter sideways and make another cut so the two edges meet.  The two cuts should 
make a continuous line. If the two cuts are not in the same plane then the Universal Cutting 
Frame needs to be tapped slightly to correct the tilt.  Make two more cuts and check again.  

 
2.1.b Using an inline chuck  

End of a blank. 

i. Install the Universal Cutting Frame on the sliderest and use a square to ensure the 
sliderest is inline with the spindle.  Position the cutting head close to the blank. 

ii. The next step is to make two cuts side by side on the base of the box.  First, make a small 
cut, move the cutter sideways and make another cut so the two edges meet.  The two cuts 
should make a continuous line. If the two cuts are not in the same plane then the Universal 
Cutting Frame is not horizontal. 
 

 
 
 
 

iii. Tap the Universal Cutting Frame slightly to correct the tilt and make two more cuts and 
check again.  
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Side of a cylinder 

i. Install the Universal Cutting Frame on the sliderest and use a square to ensure the 
sliderest is perpendicular with the spindle.  Position the cutting head close to the blank. 

ii. The next step is to make two cuts side by side on the side of the box.  First, make a small 
cut, move the cutter sideways and make another cut so the two edges meet.  The two cuts 
should make a continuous line. If the two cuts are not in the same plane then the Universal 
Cutting Frame is not horizontal. 

iii. Tap the Universal Cutting Frame slightly to correct the tilt and make two more cuts and 
check again.  

 
2.2 Find exact center height of the Universal Cutting Frame. 

a. This is an important step to ensure the height of the Universal Cutting Frame is at the exact center of 
the spindle. 

b. Install a rubber in a 24 sine rosette. 

c. Install the holding chuck on the spindle and tighten a piece of flat stock in the holding chuck 

d. Move the Universal Cutting Frame slightly to one side of the centerline and make a small cut. 
 

 
 

e. Move the rosette 12 times (180 degrees) and make another cut.  Both cuts should be at the same 
height. 
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f. If not, adjust the Universal Cutting Frame by loosening the tool post lever and adjust the Universal 
Cutting Frame up or down to correct the difference. Make two more cuts to check the new 
adjustment.   

 

 

 

2.3 Find exact center height of the Eccentric Cutter Head. 

Center height on the side of a cylinder 

a. On the sliderest install the Drilling Frame and the eccentric cutter head with the 60 degree cutter.  
Move the sliderest to be 90 degrees, perpendicular to the cylinder. 

b. Rotate the cutter to the top of its movement, top dead center, and move the cutter in until it 
scratches a fine line.  Set the sliderest dial to zero. 

 

c. Rotate the cutter 180 degrees until it is at the bottom of its movement and move the cutter in 
until it scratches a fine line the side of the cylinder. 
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d. If the sliderest dial reads zero then the eccentric cutter head is at center height.  If not, calculate 
which direction the Drilling Frame has to move to be on center and use the adjustment nut to 
move the eccentric cutter head up or down.  

- if the cutter scratches a line before zero then the Drilling frame must be moved down. 
- if it scratches the line after zero then the Drilling Frame must be moved upward.   

 

e. The following photo is where the pattern is on center, too low (Drilling Frame too high), and too 
high (Drilling Frame too low). 

Center height on the end of a cylinder 

a. Move the sliderest to be inline to the cylinder, and square to the RE top. 

b. Method 1. 

I. Using the UCF cut the end of the cylinder to shape a dimple in the middle of the cylinder. 
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II. Install the Drilling Frame and insert a ¼” end mill holder that has a rod with a sharp 
point installed in it.  If the extra length is not needed a pointed cutter can also be 
used in a collet. 

III. The two sharp points should meet.  If not, calculate which direction the Drilling Frame has to 
move to be on center and use the adjustment nut to move the Drilling Frame up or down. 

c. Method 2. 

I. In a holding chuck install a cylinder that has a sharpened point.  Use a Drilling Frame with the 
¼” end mill holder and the rod with the sharp point. 

 
II. The two sharp points should meet.  If not, calculate which direction the Drilling Frame has to 

move to be on center and use the adjustment nut to move the Drilling Frame up or down. 

 

 
 
2.4 To ensure both the slides on the Double Eccentric Dome Chuck are 

perpendicular and level. 

On the Double Eccentric Dome Chuck there are two slides both of which have to be level with the table 
when the headstock is at top dead center.  First, install the chuck on the mandrel, and set the detent on 
the Crossing Wheel to 24. 

First, place an adjustable level (Starrett No 78 used here) on the bed of the sliderest and adjust the 
bubble to its center. Then place the adjustable level on top of the headstock, and move the knurled 
adjustment nut, that adjusts the headstock, to move the headstock to top dead center. 
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Use the knurled adjustment nut at the top of the spring to bring the headstock to top dead center.  

First slide – move a 45 degree rubber into the valley of a 24 sine rosette. Move the Double Eccentric 
Dome Chuck so that the first slide is close to being level with the headstock. Place the adjustable level 
on the headstock and check that the headstock is top dead center and the rubber is in the valley of the 
rosette. Place the adjustable level on the top of the first slide (Figure 1).  If the first slide is not level use 
the key to turn the Crossing Wheel worm until the first slide is level with the headstock.   

Figure 1 – Leveling the Dome Chuck first slide 

Second slide - move the rosette 6 bumps (or 25% of the rosette).  This should make the second slide 
level with the headstock (Figure 2). Place the adjustable level on the headstock and check that the 
headstock is top dead center, then place the adjustable level on the side of the second slide. If the 
second slide is not level there are two ways to adjust the slide. Either loosen the four screws at each 
corner of the aluminum plate, or loosen the four bolts holding the second slide to the center of the 
aluminum plate. There is more adjustment using the first method.   
 

Figure 2 – Leveling the Dome Chuck second slide 
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2.5 Accurately setting the radius of the eccentric cutter head. 

a. To accurately set the eccentric cutter head to cut the correct radius it is important to 
understand what dimensions need to be added to cut the correct radius. 

b. First, on the eccentric cutter head the two 1/8” buttons located at the center of the 
Eccentric Cutter are used for setting the radius.  Since they are 1/8” in diameter the edge 
from which calipers will measure is 0.0625” from the center point.  This dimension is always 
added to the planned radius.  In others words the measurement on the calipers will be 
.0625” more than the actual radius of the cutter.   

c. Secondly, the other dimension to be added depends on the type of cutter used.  See 
below for three cutter examples. 

d. In all projects add the following to the planned radius: 

I. 1/8” center point cutter … add 0.125”. 
II. 1/8” right hand 45 degree cutter … add 0.625”. 

III.  1/8” left hand 45 degree cutter ….. add 0.188”. 
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The first example is the 1/8” center point cutter.  
Because half the diameter of the cutter (0.0625”) 
is outside the 0.5” radius this dimension is added, 
with the distance (0.0625”)  the two buttons are 
from the centerline, to the planned radius. 
 
Example:  0.5” + 0.0625 + 0.0625 = 0.625” 
  

0.0625” 

0.0625” 

0.0625” 

0.0625” 

The second example is the 1/8” right hand 45 
degree cutter.  (Note Here that a right hand cutter 
has the cutting edge on the left side.)  Because 
none of the cutter diameter is outside the 0.5” 
radius therefore only the distance (0.0625”)  the 
two buttons are from the centerline is added to 
the planned radius. 

Example:  0.5”+0.0625”=0.5625” 
 
 
Example:  0.5” + 0.0625 = 0.563” 
 

The third example is the 1/8” left hand 45 degree 
cutter.  Because all of the diameter of the cutter 
(0.125”) is outside the 0.5” radius this dimension 
is added, with the distance (0.0625”) the two 
buttons are from the centerline, to the planned 
radius. 
 
Example:  0.5” + 0.125” + 0.0625” = 0.688” 
 
  

0.125” 

All three examples below will cut a 0.5” 
radius or 1” diameter circle. 
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Section 3  Chucks 
 

This is a blank page 
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Section 4  Accessories 
 

4.1 Aligning the Hardinge Slide Rest On A Lindow Rose Engine 

It is important to check the alignment of the Hardinge slide rest as soon as you receive the slide rest, 

or at least, a minimum of several times a year. There are four steps in the alignment process. 

These are: 
Step 1. Aligns the aluminum base with the bottom slide. 
Step 2. Checks the dovetail base is 90 degrees with the headstock or spindle. 
Step 3. Aligns the bottom slide with the face of the headstock or a faceplate. 
Step 4. Aligns the top slide to the bottom slide and dovetail base, and zeroes the protractor. 

 
Parts of the Hardinge Slide Rest 

Review the following descriptions as they are used throughout the alignment document. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Step 1. Aligns the aluminum base with the bottom slide. 

First, fasten an indicator on the bottom slide with the dial indicator against the side of the 
aluminum base.  Set the dial to zero.  Release the dovetail base lock and move the second 
slide from one end of the dovetail base to the other.  This will move the dial indicator along 
the side of the aluminum base. Note the difference on the dial from one end to the other.  
Make sure to maintain pressure against the dovetail base to keep the two angular pieces 
seen on page 4 against the dovetail. 

 

1 

Bottom Slide 

Aluminum Base 

Top Slide 

Dovetail Base Lock 

Swivel Lock 
Cams  

Adjustable 
Protractor  

 

Dovetail Base 

Two Socket Screws 
to move/adjust the 
Protractor 
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Note which end of the slide rest dovetail base needs to be adjusted.  Turn the aluminum 
base upside down and locate the four screws.  Slightly loosen the four screws and gently tap 
the end where the adjustment is to be made.  Tighten the four screws and check the 
alignment again.  This may take several tries. 

  

 
 
 

Step 2. Checks the dovetail base is 90 degrees with the headstock or spindle. 

First, fasten an indicator on the top slide with the dial indicator against the side of the headstock.  
Set the dial to zero.  Release the dovetail slide lock and move the entire compound slide so that 
the dial indicator moves from the front to the back of the headstock. Note the difference on the 
dial from one end to the other. Lock the dovetail slide lock. 
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To correct the difference release the clamping knob underneath the RE table that clamps the 
slide rest to the RE table. Move the slide rest accordingly and tighten the clamping knob.  
Recheck the alignment.  
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Step 3. Aligns the bottom slide with the face of the headstock or a faceplate. 

First, fasten an indicator on the top slide with the dial indicator against the face of the headstock.  Set 
the dial to zero. Rotate the bottom slide dial to move the slide so that the dial indicator moves from 
one side of the headstock to the other. Note the difference on the dial from one side to the other. 

 

 
 

 

 
 
To correct the difference adjustments are made by moving the two angular pieces on the mounting 
block on the bottom slide as shown below in the left hand photo.  Use a hex key to first loosen the 
vertical set screws, and second make adjustments to either of the angular pieces.  Recheck the 
alignment until difference is gone. 
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Step 4. Aligns the top slide to the bottom slide and dovetail base and zeroes the protractor. 

First, fasten an indicator on the top slide with the dial indicator against the side of the dovetail base 
(the side of the headstock may also be used).  Set the dial to zero.  Release the dovetail slide lock 
and move the second slide to the back of the dovetail base.  Rotate the top slide dial and move the 
top slide from the front to the rear of the dovetail base. Note the difference on the dial from one end 
to the other. 

 
On each side of the top slide there is a socket head cam.  Both should be loosened and the top slide 
moved to correct the measured difference.  Tighten both cams and check the alignment again.  The 
cams can be tightened in either direction (these cams do not function like screws and may have to 
be loosened in the right or left hand direction).  

Note: For ornamental turning the top slide can be set on the angle or straight.  Use the two cams to 
loosen and tighten the top slide at the required angle. 

 
When the top slide alignment is correct the next step is to zero the protractor.  Loosen the two socket 
head cap screws on the protractor. Open the protractor cap, move the protractor body until the 
hairline is at zero, and tighten the two socket head cap screws. 
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Note, if the top cross slide is moved and reset back to zero using the protractor scale, the indicator 
process of this step should be repeated if the dovetail must be absolutely parallel to the top cross 
slide. 

 
Second slide safety latch. 

At one end of the second slide there is a safety latch that can be opened or closed.  It is important to know 
the use of this safety latch. 

Closed position -  the first photograph shows the safety latch in the closed position.  In this position it will 
allow the second slide to be moved along the dovetail base, but will not fall off from the dovetail base. 
Leaving the safety in the position shown ensures that it will not fall off while making small adjustment.  

Open position - the second photograph shows the safety latch in the open position.  In this  position the 
second slide can easily be removed from the dovetail base.  Be careful as this top assembly is heavy and 
may topple from the dovetail base. 
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